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TECHNICAL DATA SHEET en

Name of product:

FAXE Table Top Oil 0239

Type of product: Produktet is based on pure natural oils.

Application: Used on untreated or lye treated wood on kitchen counters, table tops and furniture etc. 

where you want to give the wood a beautiful golden glow with FAXE Tabletop Oil 

Natural or a beautiful white washed finish FAXE Tabletop Oil White.

Properties: FAXE Tabletop Oil is specially developed for easy basic treatment, rehabilitation and 

care of countertops, furniture o. like. there must be water-resistant and durable

Solids: 86 weight % 83 vol. %

Pre-treatment: 1. Clean the wood with FAXE Intensive Cleaner.

2. When the wood is dry sanded with fine grit sandpaper grain 180.

Application:

Method: Recommended viscosity: Thinner:

Oil absorbing cloths -No thinning required

Drying:

Drying time Film thickness - dry

-Dry to use 8 hours 20 °C

-Fully cured 5-7 day(s) 20 °C

System Specification:

To whitewash surface choose FAXE Tabletop White and for natural colored choose FAXE Tabletop Oil Natural.

1.  Apply the oil and let it soak into the wood for 15 minutes. Dry thoroughly with clean, dry cotton cloths so that 

no oil is left on the surface and let the wood dry for 8 hours.

2.  Should the tabletop have additional high finish, sand with grain 240 followed up witha very thin layer of oil.

3.  Polishing the surface with dry cotton cloth and let the wood dry for 8 hours before use.

Storage: Frostfree, cool, and closed.

Shelf-life: 24 Months in an unopened container

Cleaning: Tools clean with white spirit.

Note: Avoid dirt and moisture on the tabletop the next 5-7 days after appling the oil.

This information is based on our present state of knowledge and is intended to provide general notes on our 

products and their use. It should not, therefore, be construed as guaranteeing specific properties of the product 

described or its suitability for a particular application. The quality of our products is guaranteed under our General 

Conditions of Sale.
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